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Alexa
Hailed as “one of the best writers in the business” by Susan Elizabeth Phillips, multi-award-winning author Maggie Osborne
delivers hilarious and heartrending tales of resilient women full of grit, pride, and dignity who shine through hard times.
Now meet the most irresistible and independent heroine of them all, a woman called Low Down, who never had anything
good happen to her until the day she asked for the one thing that only a man could give her. . . . As scruffy and rootless as
the other prospectors searching for gold in the Rockies, Low Down wanted nothing in return for nursing a raggedy bunch
through the pox. But when pressed to reveal her heart's wish, she admits, "I want a baby." Not a husband, not a forced
marriage to the proud man who drew the scratched marble and became honor bound to marry her. To be sure, Max McCord
was easy on the eyes, but he loved another woman and dreamed of a different life. Yet they agreed to a temporary
marriage that could end only in disaster. But can this strange twist of fate lead to the silver lining that both have been
searching for?

The Story of Johnstown
Accompanying twelve mail-order brides on a west-bound wagon train, disgusted wagon master Cody Snow is unprepared to
fall for the beautiful Perrin Waverly, whose painful past reminds him of his own. Original.

The Bride of Willow Creek
A novel of sword and sorcery from the “fabulously talented” New York Times–bestselling author of The Witches of Wenshar
(Charlaine Harris). For years, Sun Wolf and his gang of cutthroats were the most feared mercenaries in the land. When Sun
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Wolf learned he could work magic, he and his lieutenant—the fearsome Amazon Starhawk—left the gang behind so that he
could learn to harness his new powers, and his men went their own way. A year later, the old crew reaches out to Sun Wolf
for his help. A string of rotten luck has befallen their latest campaign, and they have begun to suspect a curse. Their arrows
break; their food rots; their tunnels cave in. They have heard rumors of Sun Wolf’s magical abilities, and beg for his help.
But when he goes after whatever is targeting his men, he finds himself up against the deadliest force he has ever
encountered. This ebook features an illustrated biography of Barbara Hambly, including rare photos and never-before-seen
documents from the author’s personal collection.

A Night's Tail
Lily Dale is released early from prison under one condition: she must temporarily impersonate the wife of powerful
gubernatorial candidate Quinn Westin. Lily is identical to Westin's runaway wife, Miriam. The transformation from convict to
society woman goes smoothly and Quinn and Lily find themselves drawn to each other--for real. But as Lily discovers more
about her "twin's" disappearance, she wonders if she can trust this man she can't seem to resist.

The Promise of Jenny Jones
Eyes of Silver, Eyes of Gold is a story of romance and family conflicts set in Colorado in 1885. Anne Wells has embarrassed
her rigidly proper family since she was a child with occasional but grievous lapses from ladylike behavior. They blame those
lapses for the disgraceful fact that she is a spinster at 28. Cord Bennett, the son of his father's second marriage to a
Cheyenne woman, is more than an embarrassment to his well-to-do family of ranchers and lawyers - they are ashamed and
afraid of their black sheep. When Anne and Cord are found alone together, her father's fury leads to violence. Cord's family
accepts that the fault is his. Can Anne and Cord use the freedom of being condemned for sins they didn't commit to make a
life together? Or will their disapproving, interfering families tear them apart?

I Do, I Do, I Do
To put an end to the scandal and gossip, Annie Malloy accepts the proposal of the town's handsome new sheriff, Jesse
Harden, a virtual stranger, only to discover that her so-called marriage of convenience is being transformed into a marriage
of the heart. Original.

The Brahms Deception
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Ordered by Queen Elizabeth to retrieve a casket of letters, Lord Will Steele and Lady Nell Amesley set out on a dangerous
adventure that takes them through France and leads them to passionate love

World Development Report 2016
A rich, proper spinster aching for a man's touch, Juliette March is an easy target for the seductive Jean Jacques Villette.
When he disappears with her inheritance after their wedding, Juliette sets out to find the scoundrel. She never expects to
meet Clara Klaus, who ran a boardinghouse until Jean Jacques swept her off her feet, then swept himself out of town. While
following the trail of their no-good husband, Clara and Juliette run into Zoe Wilder, another victim of the debonair Jean
Jacques. Now Juliette's ready to put a bullet in his cheating heart. When these three vengeful ladies embark on a
misbegotten quest to Alaska, things get downright dangerous--especially for the unsuspecting men they entice along the
way. . . . From the Paperback edition.

In Case You Missed It
Reunited by chance five years after a shared night of passion and a devastating abandonment, Marco struggles to prove his
remorse and love to a heartbroken Hannah, who discovers a secret that challenges their reconciliation. By the best-selling
author of Before Jamaica Lane. Original.

And What Do You Do?
Fox is a woman as feisty as they come. Once the most sought-after scout west of the Rockies, she led folks through wild,
unexplored terrain ́until a gunshot wound ended her guiding career. She ́s living a calmer life when a handsome stranger
appears with an urgent request to take him to Denver immediately. The gold coins he offers catch Fox ́s eye ́and so do his
sharp good looks. Fox can ́t resist the chance to guide again, and can ́t ignore the fire that burns in her body whenever she
sees this oh-so tempting man. Matthew Tanner has received a startling telegraph: His father is being held for ransom in
Denver. With time running out, Matthew must find the best scout money can buy. When the best turns out to be a woman
with gritty good looks and a wild mane of red hair, Matthew is both shocked and intrigued. Can Matthew and Fox ́s mutual
desire and growing love survive the perils of their journey, or will their secrets destroy each other?

Silver Lining
STATE OF GRACE Money makes the world go round - that's what twenty-something Grace Reeves is learning. Stuck in a
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grind where everyone's ahead apart from her, she's partied out, disillusioned, and massively in debt. If she's dumped by
another rock-band wannabe, squashed by anyone else at her cut-throat fashion job, or chased by any more bailiffs, Grace
suspects she'll fall apart GRACE UNDER PRESSURE So when older, sexy and above all, wealthy art-dealer Vaughn appears,
she's intrigued against her will. Could she handle being a sugar daddy's arm-candy? SAVING GRACE Soon Grace is thrown
into a world of money and privilege, at Vaughn's beck and call in return for thousands of pounds in luxurious gifts, priceless
clothes - and cash. She's out of her depth. Where's the line between acting the trophy girlfriend, and selling yourself for
money? And, more importantly, whatever happened to love?

When a Texan Gambles
While on the trail headed West, Low Down nurses a band of travelers through the box and ends up in an arranged marriage
to an admittedly handsome man. Original.

Naked Edge
The royal family is the original Coronation Street – a long-running soap opera with the occasional real coronation thrown in.
Its members have become celebrities, like upmarket versions of film stars and footballers. But they have also become a
byword for arrogance, entitlement, hypocrisy and indifference to the gigantic amount of public money wasted by them. The
monarchy itself is an important part of our constitution with considerable influence on the kind of nation we are. Yet you will
struggle to find much in the way of proper journalism that examines the monarchy in the way that their position and
influence merit. Instead, we are fed a constant diet of sickeningly obsequious coverage which reports their activities with
breathless and uncritical awe. In this book, former government minister Norman Baker argues that the British public
deserves better than this puerile diet. And What Do You Do? is a hard-hitting analysis of the royal family, exposing its
extravagant use of public money and the highly dubious behaviour of some among its ranks, whilst being critical of the
knee-jerk sycophancy shown by the press and politicians. Baker also considers the wider role the royals play in society,
including the link with House of Lords reform, and the constitutional position of the monarch, which is important given
Prince Charles’s present and intended approach. What makes this book so unusual is that Baker is himself a member of the
Privy Council, the body that officially advises the monarch. By turns irreverent and uncompromising, And What Do You Do?
asks important questions about the future of the world’s most famous royal family.

Dream of Me/Believe in Me
This book is the first academic text to examine cynicism as a driving force in the context of post-war British culture. It maps
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a sensibility that transcends divisions between high and low culture, and encompasses figures such as Philip Larkin, John
Lennon and Stephen Patrick Morrissey.

Cynicism in British Post-War Culture
Where There's Smoke by Margaret St. George released on Nov 24, 1987 is available now for purchase.

Shotgun Wedding
"A history of Johnstown, published in 1890, from the colonial period to the 1889 flood, when the South Fork Dam on the
Conemaugh River failed. Features a journalistic account of the flood"--Provided by publisher.

A Stranger's Wife
This is one of the best books that I have read in a long time. It made me laugh, cry, and the way love won out in the end
was wonderful. -- Beverly Willeford, Bev's Books (Highlands, TX) Joe Roark's three daughters have just learned that the only
way they will inherit their father's ranch is to drive a herd of 1,200 longhorns to Dodge City, Kansas and sell them there. If
they fail, his wife Lola inherits everything. Terrified, but knowing they will be penniless without their inheritance, the girls
decide to drive the cattle. What follows is an unparalleled adventure filled with the raw wildness of nature, the force of
sheer determination, and an unexpected love that will change one sister's life

The Dark Hand of Magic
Long Piddleton had always been wary of newcomers. But the quiet town was stunned when the first stranger was found
dead, upended in a butt of ale in the cellar of the Men with a Load of Mischief. Then the second body appeared, swinging in
place of the mechanical man above the door of the Jack and Hammer. Suddenly Long Piddleton had good reason to be wary
of everyone! Its cozy pubs and inns with their polished pewter and blazing hearths had become scenes of the most bizarre
crimes. Who were the victims? And who was the murderer? A stranger? A maniac? Or the disarmingly friendly man next
door?

Silver Lining
What’s a man to do when his father orders him a bride? Rebecca Sullivan has been “Becky” all her life, a real hoyden. Her
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childhood sweetheart taught her to ride bareback and shoot a rifle, but then he chose a “perfect lady” for a wife—a real
Southern belle, who’s now expecting a baby. Heartbroken, Becky signs up to be a mail-order bride to a Seattle man, sight
unseen. She resolves to squelch her hoydenish ways and become a “perfect lady” for her future husband. If loggingoperation owner Isaac Jessup had wanted a bride, he’d have chosen a sturdy frontier woman, not some fragile lady from
back East. Ready to explain the mistake, honorable Isaac takes one look into Rebecca’s vulnerable eyesand knows he’ll
marry her, even though this delicate waif is obviously unsuited for wild Seattle. Could an unexpected marriage be a match
made in heaven? Sweet Historical Western Romance A Mail-Order Bride Novel THE BRIDES SERIES The Unexpected Bride
Sleigh Bells & Mistletoe The Bartered Bride Only the Heart Knows

The King in Yellow
Digital technologies are spreading rapidly, but digital dividends--the broader benefits of faster growth, more jobs, and
better services--are not. If more than 40 percent of adults in East Africa pay their utility bills using a mobile phone, why
can’t others around the world do the same? If 8 million entrepreneurs in China--one third of them women--can use an ecommerce platform to export goods to 120 countries, why can’t entrepreneurs elsewhere achieve the same global reach?
And if India can provide unique digital identification to 1 billion people in five years, and thereby reduce corruption by
billions of dollars, why can’t other countries replicate its success? Indeed, what’s holding back countries from realizing the
profound and transformational effects that digital technologies are supposed to deliver? Two main reasons. First, nearly 60
percent of the world’s population are still offline and can’t participate in the digital economy in any meaningful way.
Second, and more important, the benefits of digital technologies can be offset by growing risks. Startups can disrupt
incumbents, but not when vested interests and regulatory uncertainty obstruct competition and the entry of new firms.
Employment opportunities may be greater, but not when the labor market is polarized. The internet can be a platform for
universal empowerment, but not when it becomes a tool for state control and elite capture. The World Development Report
2016 shows that while the digital revolution has forged ahead, its 'analog complements'--the regulations that promote entry
and competition, the skills that enable workers to access and then leverage the new economy, and the institutions that are
accountable to citizens--have not kept pace. And when these analog complements to digital investments are absent, the
development impact can be disappointing. What, then, should countries do? They should formulate digital development
strategies that are much broader than current information and communication technology (ICT) strategies. They should
create a policy and institutional environment for technology that fosters the greatest benefits. In short, they need to build a
strong analog foundation to deliver digital dividends to everyone, everywhere.

Eyes of Silver, Eyes of Gold
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What do you do when desire drives you to the very brink? Someone wants the Native Americans off their sacred land. And
when Navajo journalist Katherine James and park ranger Gabriel Rossiter team up to investigate why, their passion for the
truth-and each other-makes them targets for those desperate enough to kill.

The Staycation
To Desire a Wicked Duke
Prairie Moon
Ten years ago Angie Bartoli eloped with Sam Holland. But before their impetuous marriage even began, they were torn
apart by chance. For Angie, the gold band on her finger is a constant reminder of the man she could never forget. Aiming to
find her husband and resolve their relationship once and for all, Angie sets out on the adventure of a lifetime. In a small
Colorado town, Angie discovers that her young groom has grown into a man--still handsome, irresistible, and infuriating as
ever . . . and now the father of two young children. Forced to become a temporary family, Sam and Angie are surprised to
find a deeper love awakening between them--one that could require more than they are willing to give if they are to forge a
lasting new life on the American frontier.

The Man with a Load of Mischief
Unsticky
The Best Man
Two families. One cancelled flight. And a last minute house swap Things get desperate for strangers Harriet and Sophie
when they become stranded with their families in Heathrow's Terminal 5. Each woman has her own reason for really really
really needing the family holiday they've anticipated for months. But Iceland's volcano has other plans for them. When their
flights are cancelled, the families swap houses and discover that sometimes the best things in life happen close to home.
This ash cloud has a silver lining, even if no one can quite see it yet. For fans of Sarah Morgan and Sue Moorcroft. 'A
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lighthearted funny read about two very different families who meet at Heathrow airport when their holidays abroad are
cancelled due to the ash cloud!' netgalley reviewer 'This is a great book because it has allowed me to switch off from
everything that's going on and be lost in the pages.' netgalley reviewer

Fall from India Place
A desperate mother takes Jenny Jones' place in front of a firing squad in exchange for Jenny's promise to see her daughter
safely to California. Though she and the six-year-old Graciela get off to a rocky start, Jenny will do everything in her power
to keep her promise, even with the child's cousins in hot pursuit. Then she is mysteriously drawn to the handsome cowboy
Ty Sanders, and though neither know it yet, their purpose is the same.

Chase the Heart
Haunted by the memories of life with an adoring husband, widowed Della Ward lives on a run-down farm near a small Texas
town. Once a carefree soul, Della now only has memories for company--until lawman James Cameron rides across the
prairie toward her house. It's taken him ten years to arrive at her door and his presence not only awakens Della's heart, but
changes both their lives forever. Original.

Where There's Smoke
A personal account of a Civil War battle which led to the capture and imprisonment of the author along with many Union
soldiers, followed by a first hand account of prison life in Confederate prisons and the successful escape by the author and
his experiences in traveling over 400 miles through Confederate territory to get back to friendly lands. With an appendix of
26 pages of names, ranks, and military units of Union officers imprisoned in Macon, Georgia.

Knight Moves
Complete in one breathtaking volume — Books One and Two of an unforgettable historical romance series by an exciting
new author They were two Viking lords, the brothers Wolf and Dragon, bound both by blood and by a shared ambition to
end the war with their lifelong enemies, the Saxons. They know that their only hope for peace is to persuade the Saxon Lord
Hawk to unite his noble family with theirs — in a bond sealed forever by the sanctity of marriage. Together these three men
will strive to overcome centuries-old rivalries and hatred. Each will unite in marriage with an extraordinary woman who has
her own special gift — and her own dreams of bringing about an end to war. Book One In Dream of Me we meet the Viking
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leader Wolf Hakonson as he embarks on a mission to kidnap the Lady Cymbra, a legendary beauty Wolf mistakenly believes
is the cause of war. Instead he discovers that she is a gifted healer who will challenge him to confront his deepest yearnings
— and together they will become soul mates who forge a future blessed by peace. Book Two The drama continues in
Believe in Me, when the Saxon Lord Hawk, brother of Cymbra, seeks to strengthen the alliance by wedding a Norse
noblewoman. But Lady Krysta arrives bearing many secrets — including her gift for seeing what others cannot. And as an
unexpected love ignites, only Krysta can sense the looming danger that threatens the peace — and Hawk as well. Now,
discover Josie Litton. From the Paperback edition.

The Texan's Wager
BONUS: This edition contains an excerpt from Nicole Jordan's Princess Charming. Passion ignites in Nicole Jordan’s
delectable, dazzling conclusion to The Courtship Wars. Two years after losing her beloved fiancé to war, Tess Blanchard
feels ready to chance love again. Thus she’s aghast when a threatening scandal forces her to wed her longtime nemesis,
Ian Sutherland, Duke of Rotham. The impossibly arrogant, irresistibly seductive nobleman is the last man Tess could ever
imagine loving. Making matters worse, she discovers secrets in Rotham’s wicked past that send her fleeing London for his
remote castle in Cornwall. Having long desired Tess, Ian is exasperated that the ton thinks he’s driven his reluctant new
bride from their marriage bed and follows hard on her heels. Naturally, their spirited rivalry leads to glorious, pleasure-filled
nights—complicated by a mysterious ghost who haunts Ian’s castle and Tess’s vexing insistence that he play matchmaker
to her friends. But can blazing desire between two warring hearts turn into wedded bliss and timeless love?

Foxfire Bride
In her highly intriguing new novel, Louise Marley masterfully intertwines the past and present with a mystery surrounding
one of the world's greatest composers. . . The Brahms Deception Music scholar Frederica Bannister is thrilled when she
beats her bitter rival, Kristian North, for the chance to be transferred back to 1861 Tuscany to observe firsthand the brilliant
Johannes Brahms. Frederica will not only get to see Brahms in his prime; she'll also try to solve a mystery that has baffled
music experts for years. But once in Tuscany, Frederica's grip on reality quickly unravels. She instantly falls under Brahms'
spell-and finds herself envious of his secret paramour, the beautiful, celebrated concert pianist Clara Schumann. In a single
move, Frederica makes a bold and shocking decision that changes everything. . . When Frederica fails to return home, it is
Kristian North who is sent back in time to Tuscany to find her. There, Kristian discovers that Frederica indeed holds the key
to unraveling Brahms' greatest secret. But now, Frederica has a dark secret of her own-one that puts everyone around her
in devastating peril. . . Praise for Mozart's Blood "Eerie, beautiful. . .has a poetic, haunting sense of time and place."
-Stephanie Cowell, author of Marrying Mozart "Riveting, original. . .filled with the emotional power and intricate twists and
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turns of a Mozart opera." -Teresa Grant, author of Vienna Waltz

Brides of Prairie Gold
Toward the end of the year 1920 the Government of the United States had practically completed the programme, adopted
during the last months of President Winthrop's administration. The country was apparently tranquil. Everybody knows how
the Tariff and Labour questions were settled. The war with Germany, incident on that country's seizure of the Samoan
Islands, had left no visible scars upon the republic, and the temporary occupation of Norfolk by the invading army had been
forgotten in the joy over repeated naval victories, and the subsequent ridiculous plight of General Von Gartenlaube's forces
in the State of New Jersey. The Cuban and Hawaiian investments had paid one hundred per cent and the territory of Samoa
was well worth its cost as a coaling station. The country was in a superb state of defence. Every coast city had been well
supplied with land fortifications; the army under the parental eye of the General Staff, organized according to the Prussian
system, had been increased to 300,000 men, with a territorial reserve of a million; and six magnificent squadrons of
cruisers and battle-ships patrolled the six stations of the navigable seas, leaving a steam reserve amply fitted to control
home waters. The gentlemen from the West had at last been constrained to acknowledge that a college for the training of
diplomats was as necessary as law schools are for the training of barristers; consequently we were no longer represented
abroad by incompetent patriots. The nation was prosperous; Chicago, for a moment paralyzed after a second great fire, had
risen from its ruins, white and imperial, and more beautiful than the white city which had been built for its plaything in
1893. Everywhere good architecture was replacing bad, and even in New York, a sudden craving for decency had swept
away a great portion of the existing horrors. Streets had been widened, properly paved and lighted, trees had been planted,
squares laid out, elevated structures demolished and underground roads built to replace them. The new government
buildings and barracks were fine bits of architecture, and the long system of stone quays which completely surrounded the
island had been turned into parks which proved a god-send to the population. The subsidizing of the state theatre and state
opera brought its own reward. The United States National Academy of Design was much like European institutions of the
same kind. Nobody envied the Secretary of Fine Arts, either his cabinet position or his portfolio. The Secretary of Forestry
and Game Preservation had a much easier time, thanks to the new system of National Mounted Police. We had profited well
by the latest treaties with France and England; the exclusion of foreign-born Jews as a measure of self-preservation, the
settlement of the new independent negro state of Suanee, the checking of immigration, the new laws concerning
naturalization, and the gradual centralization of power in the executive all contributed to national calm and prosperity.
When the Government solved the Indian problem and squadrons of Indian cavalry scouts in native costume were
substituted for the pitiable organizations tacked on to the tail of skeletonized regiments by a former Secretary of War, the
nation drew a long sigh of relief. When, after the colossal Congress of Religions, bigotry and intolerance were laid in their
graves and kindness and charity began to draw warring sects together, many thought the millennium had arrived, at least
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in the new world which after all is a world by itself.

Yankee Princess
Sarah Andrews has been raffled off to a groom whose life is in need of saving. She agrees to help him, but never in her
wildest dreams did she imagine that this dangerously attractive Texan would steal her heart—and make her want to take
the biggest gamble of all.

Grammar and Language Workbook
In the first novel of a brand-new Texas trilogy, award–winning USA Today bestselling author Jodi Thomas takes her
“exquisite and often lyrical” writing (Inside Romance) to passionate new heights as an emotionally wounded man and
woman discover the true nature of love and marriage Thrown off a wagon train with two other women and trying to avoid
jail for a murder they committed, Bailee Moore agrees to enter a “Wife Lottery”—a ploy concocted by the Cedar Point sheriff
to secure wives for the men in the small Texas town. For the sensible Bailee, however, marrying Carter McKoy is like
exchanging one life sentence for another—especially since her new husband hasn’t even seen fit to utter a single word in
her presence. But still, she can’t help thinking that something about this strong, silent farmer could be the key to leaving
her troubled past behind…and making a worthy wager with her heart.

Rage to Love
Infiltrating a rowdy Colorado saloon in the disguise of a boy, bounty hunter Samantha Kincade is discovered by the very
man she seeks in Trace Harden, but their subsequent game of cat-and-mouse gives way to an irresistible passion. Original.

The Seduction of Samantha Kincade
In the charming town of Mayville Heights, librarian Kathleen Paulson and her two cats pounce on clues to catch a killer, in
the eleventh installment of this New York Times bestselling series. Spring is coming to Mayville Heights, and Kathleen's
brother, Ethan, has arrived in town with his band, The Flaming Gerbils. But not everything goes as scheduled when one of
Ethan's bandmates gets into a fight with a man interested in investing in the town. When the businessman's body is later
found, Ethan's friend is implicated in the crime. Kathleen wants to help her brother by solving the case, but she has no
shortage of suspects from which to choose. Prior to his death, the investor was fighting like cats and dogs with lots of
people. If this librarian wants more than a whisker's chance of solving the case, she will need to rely on her trusty feline
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sidekicks, Owen and Hercules.

In and Out of Rebel Prisons
What if Mr Right was right in front of you all along? The hilarious new rom com from the Sunday Times bestselling author available to pre-order now! 'Swoops you up and fills your heart with such joy' Giovanna Fletcher, bestselling author of Some
Kind of Wonderful and Eve of Man When Ros comes home after three years away, she's ready to pick up with life exactly
where she left it. But her friends have moved on, her parents have rekindled their romance, and her bedroom is now a
garden shed. All of a sudden, she's swept up in nostalgia for the way things were. Then her phone begins to ping, with
messages from her old life. Including one number she thought she'd erased for good - the man who broke her heart. Is this
her second chance at one big love? Sometimes we all want to see what we've been missing

The Unexpected Bride
The Grammar and Language Workbook offers sequential language instruction along with extensive drill and practice in
grammar, usage, and mechanics. This important tool includes a handbook as well as vocabulary, spelling, and composition
lessons.
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